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1. MLL.wm (Ecuador), commenting on agenda item 90, quoted a sentence
the J989 I&port on theJ Qrld S&&-&&&h, a8 follows! In the 19808, the
improvement of world social conditions has been slowed down or reversed in a large
number of countries, especially in Latin America and Africa”. He noted, in that
connection, that -0 the region of Latin America and the Caribbean, there were now
165 million people living in poverty, of whom 65 million lacked the means to obtain
adequate nutrition. The figures reflected the fact that in 1989, in absolute
figures, the number of people living in poverty had risen by 50 per cent compared
with 1960 and, what was even more disturbing, by 25 per cent compared with a mere
five years ago, What waa more shocking, 40 per cent of households were not
consuming the minimum caloric intake, 44 per cent of working people were unemployed
and 68 per cent had inadequate housing.
from

2.

The economic problems of bll developing countries were well known: decline in
primary commodity prices, deterioration in the terms 02 trade, increase in the
external debt. The debt problem was especially worrisome because the Latin
American and Caribbean countries had become net exporters of capital since 1982 and
that flight cf capital prevented them from building more just and stable societies.
Mr, Rodrigo Borja, President of Ecuador, had pointed out, the external debt
was not the only Latin American debtt it also had a social indebtedness to its
3.
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people, Ind88d, the effort8 to aerviu8 the external debt had considerably
increased that social indebtedn888. The international cOr!UnUnity 8hould therefore
adopt mechanism8 enabling th8 Latin American countries to repay that social debt.
It should tak8 a political decision to endow t!loae countries with the nsceraary
finanCifS1 r88OurCe8 t0 fi88t the n88dO Of the lnO8t disadvantaged 88CtOr8 Of their
populations.
4.
For it8 part, Ecuador had worked out a new ertrategy baaed on eocial
participation and political comemua. Ecuador’8 Development Plan waa aimed at
development rather than growth ina8much ad development waa a qualitative concept
enCOmpau8ing th8 ideas of growth, equitable income di8tribution and quality of
l i f e , It Wa8 the r88Ult not Of 8p8CUlatiOn by private economic fOrCe8, but Of
d8lib8rat8 action t8k8rr by the State to en8ure a fair distribution of the benefits
of progress.
5.
If the Latin American countries continued to experience the kind of growth
they had known thue frrr, the twenty-first century would find them reduced to a
society in which over half the population lived in such misery a8 to provoke a
social explosion with unforeseeable consequences. Consequently it wa8 imperative
to institute fundamental structural reform and give serious study to the effects of
various economic options which would be an integral part of the Third International
Development Strategy. MeChaniam8 had to be set up for financing priority projects,
reducing credit cost8 and relaasing a substantial porc.ion of the r88ources now
omuiiitter? to service the external debt in order to pay the social debt.
Accordingly, economic development programme8 must be socially Oriented.
6.
That was not the course which had been followed, and accounted for the tragic
situation of the third world countries. It was not a matter of charity) it was not
a matter of subordinating social policy to economic policy. What was needed was
political will manifested on the international level in the form of d8Ci8iOnS b!wed
on equity, effectiveness and solidarity that could be converted into concerted
action which fully met the needs of today’s economic and social situation and, in
particular, could cope with the problem of poverty. Social policy should not
simply be a welfare policy. Social expenditure must benefit the poorest sectors of
the populations it must appeal to people’s initiativa and creativity, so often
mishandled by bureaucrats and technocrats; it must allocate sufficient and durable
fianncial resourcen; and lastly, it must not allow prejudice to colour reality.
Ouly in those conditiona could the peoples of Latin America live in dignity.
7.
~.rs..&~,W!&Q (Colombia), speaking on agsnda item 90 (b), recalled that
Colombia was one of the oldeat democracies on the American continent. It had been
organising elections for Pre8ident and parliament for the peat 170 y.ears and, since
the adoption of the 1886 Constitution, it had been electing a President for a
four-year term and d8pUti88 to the departmental Legislatures and municipal councils
every two years.

/. . *
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8.

Colombia had l

the mayorr of

naated conrtitutional rofoxmr and in 1988. for the first time,

muaicipalitioa had been l lectrd by direct rufftage. Since then, the
municipality played an important part in Colombian democratic life9 It elected its
mayor and city council directlyr petitions aigned by 10,000 citiaena could generate
lrgialativo billr for conridrration by the Congresr. It could alao decide, by
roforondum, the major irruer of national iatorert, including constitutional reforms.
9.
Obviourly, a major effort had been required to educate voters and elected
official8 ao that they would bo prepared for that erperionco in popular
participation. The aim war to genorata a trend towarda dacentralisation in
Colombia 10 that important dociriona affecting each rogion or each municipality
were taken locally and no longer by tha contra1 authority. & attempt had also
boon mado to rot up mochanirmr for partioipation through arrociationa of usera
(especially peaaanta) and agroomenta betwmon comunitioa and local aut.horities
concerning, for example, the execution of public workr. Moreover, administrative
decirionr had kon taken to provide municipalitier with the reaourcea they needed
for genuine relf -management , which they had ken unable to do before,

10. By launching that experiment, Colombia had committed itself to a movement that
aimed at the full realisation of all human rightr, particularly, the right to elect
and control and, thereby, to participate in the country8 development.
Speaking on agenda item 93, wm (Denmark) rard ahe was pleased to
rpeak in the Third Committoe aa a young mmbor of the Danish delegation to present
the view8 of her young compatriot8 on iaauer of particular intereat to them. One
of the chief objectives of the Danirh Youth Council was to oee that the idea of
democracy war parrot3 from one generation to the next. Accordingly, since its
inception in 1940, it had been inrirting that young people be given the possibility
of influencing dacirlonr affecting them. Politician8 rorpnaible for resolving the

11.

the world should liEten to the young people because
they were the onea who would have to suffor the conaequencea of decisions taken

multitude of problems knotting
today.

12. The issue of probably the grcstest concern to youth all over the world was
that of the protection of the environment. Scientists had clearly demonstrated the
threats to the environment posed by the depletion of the oaone layer, the
greenhouse effect and other forms of environmental degradation, such as
deforestation anddesertification. Everybody muat be aware that it was a
collective problem and not try to push it onto hi8 neighbour. Those couptries
which tried to solve their own problema by exporting them should be condemned. The
whole world was faced with the common responsibility of mankind. It was absolutely
crucial, for development and for the survival of mankind, to counter the threats
that weighed on the environment. Danish youth wan looking forward to a big
international youth gathering to be held at Bergen, Norway, in 1990, within the
framework of the Brundtland report.
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13. The industrialised countries should follow the United Nations objective of
contributing 1 per cent of their gross national product in development aid to the
third world. At the sama time, it was important to have a definition of the term
development aid”, In the view of Danish youth, development aid should not include
weapon deliveries or compensation purchase agreements for the benefit of the
donor@8 industries. The debt crisis was one of the most serious problems facing
developing countries today. The establishment of a more equitable world order
should ensure a future stable development within the framework of agreements based
on mutual respect and cultural understanding.
14. The North-South relation should be a true dialogue. The co-operation
established in 1986 between the Nordic Qovernments and the Governments of the
front-line States of the Southern African Development Co-ordination Conference was
an example of such a dialogue. That governmental co-operation had been followed by
a youth declaration on cultural co-operation, which had enabled those young people
to proceed to cultural exchanges within the framework of visits, seminars and
conferences. The co-operation with the States members of the Conference also
consisted in support for activities against wu in Sauth Africa, For Danish
youth, it was incomprehensible that the South African rigime ahoul: continue
flagrantly to violate fundamental human rights. Aoarthsid must be abolished. The
international community should continue to put pressure - by economic sanctions
titer u - on the South African Government for the attainment of that objective.
The Danish Youth Council, which maintained close relations with the South African
Youth Congress , was seriously concerned by the fact that the young leadera of that
organisation were always persecuted. One of them, Patrick Flusk, had just been
condemned for his activities and for expressing his opinions.
15. Danish youth welcomed the progress made towards the granting of independence
to Namibia and intended to co-operate with Namibian youth organisations. It
launctied an appeal to all countries and organizations to assist Namibia. Thousands
of young people, who formed the basis for a free, democratic Namibia, needed an
education. The Nordic Namibia Action organisation provided assistance in that
f i e l d . Young Dane8 were pleased to note the important role that the United Nations
played in the process towards an independent Namibia and saw in it the proof that
the Organization was capable of fulfilling one of its principal functions.
16. All Member States should promote human rights. Unfortunately, human rights
were every day being grossly violated in many countries of the wot*ld. Danish youth
vigorously condemned those violations. It believed that freedom of trxpreasion and
association was particularly important because it meant the right to exert an
influence on society. In that regard and on behalf of Danish youth, she
unreservedly condemned the massacre of young Chinese students perpetrated by the
Chinese authorities while the students were peacefully exercising their right to
freedom of expression. The vigorous reactions of the international community to
those events shc.uld be a lesson to all those who resorted to armed force against
citiaens expressing their opinions,

/. . .
---_
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17, Danish youth welcomed the fact that the General Assembly would adopt in 1989 a
convention on the rights of the child. One of the fundamental objectives of the
draft convention should be to ensure that children and young people could not be
involved in armed conflicts and thereby run the risk of being maimed or killed. It
gave rise to concern in that regard that the present wording of article 33,
paragraph 2, guaranteed children less protection in armed conflicts than the
existing provisions of international humanitarian law. She hoped that the General
Assembly would reach a consensus on the need to raise the age limit provided for in
article 38, paragraph 2, from 15 years to 18, For Danish youth, that convention
was a very important step towards the protection of all children against injustice
and exploitation. They hoped that all Member States would soon become parties to
it.

10,

Danish youth hoped that young people throughout the world would be able to
ideas on questions of conce..l to them. It was only

meet for a free oxchaage of

through understanding that the risk of war could be eliminated, together with the
need to amass weapons. In that regard, the United Nations could be a platform for
the youth of the world, where it could meet and consider common problems. That
might have a positive influence on international debate, for young people were
often open-minded, unbiased and not affected by diplomatic considerations.
19. She hoped :!lat more Member States would include representatives of their youth
organisations in their delegations to the sessions of the General Assembly. The
19908 should be a decade of action characterised by the participation of youth in
decision-making and in the implementation of the decisions,

20. a. ZAWa (Poland) said that, without extensive international co-opbration,
it was impossible to resolve most of the social problems of the contemporary
world. While the United Nations was not the only forum for the discussion of
social issues, it was undoubtedly one of the most important and most diversified
politically.. In that context, the uort on&he WorU Social Situati
(ST/ESA/213) was a true mine of information that showed that many social p:blems
were of international significance and lay at the centre of Governments concerns.
Those problems could not be resolved by States acting in isolation but by common
efforts of the international community.
21. The report indicated that, in spite of the norms set by the various
international instruments adopted under UrJted Nations auspices, the social
situation currently prevailing in the worid was unacceptable. That was
particularly true in areas such as health, employment, social security, housing,
edf zation and many other aspects of daily life,
22. In his delegations view, the international development strategy for the
fourth United Nations development decade should be more concerned with social
objectives. Social questions had an inappropriately weak positio.rl in the United
Nations system. In recent years, many social questions - employment, youth, the
elderly and the disabled, drug abuse and crime - had become universal problems
transcending national frontiers. As the United Nations was having greater impact
on international political affairs, people understandably expected it to play a
/. . .
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(Mr.)
larger role in social development. His delegation supported the decision to make
the United Nations Office at Vienna the nucleus of all United Nations work in
social policy.
23. The ;1989- was more comprehensive and more useful than provious reports.
The issues were presented in a more detailed wayI and that made the publication as
a whole more interesting. Some critical remark8 expressed during the 1982 and 1985
debates had been taken into account by the authors. In the opinion of his
delegation, J.t was a good idea to base the report on an analyaia of changes in
societys structures, instead of focusing on economic or technological trends, as
in the -5
His delegation
Reoort.
also appreciated the inclusion of certain
problems connected with living conditions within societies, as well as the fact
that great social ills such as poverty. homelesaneas and hunger had been well
defined. For the first time, the report dealt with the situation of migrants and
refugee8.

24. All the aamer some important problems had been disregarded. For example,
chapter X did not include sufficient information about the.important trends in the
social and economic situation and structures of the socialist countries.

25, At a time when the United Nations was celebrating the twentieth anniversary of
the adoption of the Declaration on Social Progress and Development, one could not
escape the impression that the objectives of the Declaration were far from being
achieved, Furthermore, in some areas there nad been considerable regression. More
had to be done to implement the Declaration at the international and national
levels. The best way to celebrate the twentieth anniversary would be to take it
into account in the formulation of the international development strategy for the
fourth United Nations development decade, International and non-governmental
organiaations concerned with development should continue their efforts to utilize
the provisions of the Declaration in the formulation of strategies and programmes
aimed at social progress.
26.

M& CARMENATE (Cuba), referring to the world social situation, said it was
regrettable that social achievements were being seriously jeopardized by the
current economic crisis. The 1989 Rtfoort gn.the World Social Sitraatfon concluded
that although food production had been raised to a level sufficient to feed all
people on earth, 10 to 15 per cent of the worlds population still suffered from
undernourishment. The report highlighted the contradictions between incentives to
produce and capacity to acquire food, and concluded that food production and
distribution policies needed a thorough re-examination.
27. Her delegation endorsed the statement by the Director-General for Development
and International Economic Co-operation regarding the need for greater interaction
between social and economic policies, and for closer co-operation between the Third
Committee and the Second Committee on such questions.
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28. As the report of the Secretary-General on the implementation of the
Declaration on Social Progress and Development (A/44/116) pointed Out, the
objectivea set forth in the Declaration - elimination of unemployment, hunger,
malnutrition, poverty and illiteracy] guaranteed access to culture, health careI
and free education at the elementary level) promotion of human rights and social
justice - were far from being realised for a large proportion of the worlds
population.
29.

Cuba had adopted measures which, despite the :urrent economic crisis, gave the
population all the benefits referred to in the Declaration. The nations
budget for housing, public services, education and health had increased. Cuba
currently had one doctor for every 366 inhabitants (as against 441 previously). In
1988 the birth rate had been 18.1 per 1,000, and the infant mortality
rate 11.9 per 1,000 live births. Life expectancy in Cuba was 74.6 years.
Cuban

30. The co-operative movement had grown, particularly in the agricultural sector.
That had permitted the introduction of sophisticated methods in tl.d agricultural
and livestock sector, together with improved organisation of production
activities. It had also resulted in better living conditions for the inhabitants
of rural and remote a:eaa.
She stressed, in that regard, the active participation
of Cuban women in agricultural co-operatives.
31. Various governmental and non-governmental organisations co-operated in
implementing youth programmes. Priority was given to general education on the same
basis as technical and vocational training. The latter was tailored to the
country’s needs so as to ensure that every Cuban youth was in a position to choose
a job that matched his or her vocational skills or technical training.
With respect to health, she said that the Ministry of ?iealth and the Ministry
were conducting joint projects and using extension and guidance
programmes in an effort to prevent such problems as teen-age pregnancy and the
spread of communicable diseases. Young people were encouraged to take part in
sports and cultural activities from a very early age.
32.

of Education

33, Several public agencies were dealing with the question of aging. In Cuba, all
elderly persons were covered by the social security system, and their health was
systematically monitored by family doctors. There were clubs where senior citizens
met for physical exercise and recreational activities.
34. Turning to agenda item 101, she stressed the importance which Cuba accorded to
the World Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons and the United Nations
Decade of Disabled Persons. As a result of collaboration between various
governmental and non-governmental organiaations, the disabled had been integrated
into society. The establishment of craft workshops for the disabled had met with a
favourable reception. Schools had been opened and classes organized for persons
with visual or hearing impairments, as well as for the mentally retarded. The
disabled were encouraged to take part in sports and cultural activities. There
were special schools for children with certain impairments, the aim being to ease

/. . .
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Cuba sttached great importance to
The competent government
agencies, such as the Ministry of Health and the Labour and Social Security
Committee, played a key role in that area.
their integration into society et a later stage.

preventive programmes, both for children and for adults,

Turning to agenda item 102, relating to crime preven.ion and crimfxd justice.
she noted that her Government would be hozting the E:#th United NsSions Cmgress
on the Prevention of Crime and the Sroatmant. of Oifen&rs, Gnat reflected the
importance which Cuba accorded to that topic, It was inviting all States Members
of the United Nations, as well as intergovernmental and non-governmental
organisations, to participate in the Congress, which would be held at Havana from
27 August to 7 September 1990. All the necessary arrangements were being made to
ensure that the event went smoothly. Her delegation was grateful to the United
Nations Office at Vienna for its assistance to the Government in that matter.
35.

36. WI, NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) said that, at the Ninth Summit Conference in
Belgrade, the non-aligned countries had expressed grave concern over the dramatic
deterioration in the economic and social situation in most developing countries and
had stressed the need to accelerate development both in the interests of those
countries and in that of the world. In her view, the 1989 Rep-on the World
Social SitJbetion was more inclusive than that for 1985. It was important to
present the problems of individual regions separately as had been done in the case
of Africa. It was also indispensable to include the major problems which had
dominated the period covered by the Report. Her delegation also attached great
importance to popular participation as an important factor in development and in
the full realisation of all human rights. Such participation should be integral,
in other words it should be realised in all fields of life, whether economic,
political, social or cultural.
37. Concerning agenda item 92, her delegation wished to point out that the
long-term programme of economic stabilioation adopted by her country at the
beginning of the 1980s in order to deal with a protracted economic crisis had
included social protection measures designed to help those population strata that
were unnble to ensure basic family needs. The new economic policy measures adopted
recently were aimed at solving the social problems of society as a whole.
38. Her delegation drew attention to document A/44/448 which contained data on the
general census of the population of Albania. According to those data, 4,797
members of Yugoslav national minorities lived in that country, including 4,697
Macedoniana and 100 Montanegrina, Serbs and Croats. On the basis 6f reliable
historical, statistical and demographic data, her delegation estimated that between
60,000 and 80,000 Macedonians, 17,000 to 20,000 Montenegrins, 20,000 Serbs and
2,000 to 3,000 Muslim settlers from Bosnia lived in Albania, so that the overall
number of members of Yugoslav national minorities living in Albania would be well
over 100,000. Her delegation considered that the inaccuracy of the data provided
by Albania represented an attempt by that count.-y to distort the facts and to deny
the rights, and even the very existence, of those minorities: that was a matter for
serious concern,

/. . *
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39. With regard to agenda item 93, her delegation noted with interest the report
of the Secretary-General on policies and programmes involving young people
(A/44/387) which identified emerging youth issues and highlighted the problems of
drug abuse. the environment and AIDS, which had seriously affected youth in recent
times. Her delegation fully supported the recommendations in paragraph 16 of the
report which were aimed at encouraging youth programmes and activities at all
levels. Yugoslavia was in favour of the expansion of existing channels Of
communication between the United Nations and youth. The United Nations could
certainly do more to bring young people together from all over the world. In that
connection, the informal meetings at Geneva should be more open and more
representative. The United Nations could also play a role in reducing unemployment
among youth, particularly by improving the circulation of labour between regions.
The Organization should also promote youth exchange programmes between Member
States as they would be of value in terms of education and promoting greater
tolerance.
40. Concerning agenda item 100, she emphasized the comprehensive nature of the
report of the Secretary-General on the question of aging (A/44/420). She fully
supported the very pragmatic recommendations regarding the participation of the
elderly. She also supported the process started during the meeting of the group of
eminent persons, held in Stew York in September 1989, to explore international
fund-raising strategies for aging. She stressed the importance of the
establishment of training institutes and centres as advocated in the
Secretary-General’s report.
41. In connection with the report of the Secretary-General concerning disabled
persons (A/44/406), her delegation fully supported the convening of an
international meeting on national disability machinery in developing countries in
1990. The Yugoslav Board for the Decade of Disabled Persons promoted a number of
activities for the disabled, including improved access to buildings, the reform of
legal provisions regarding retirement and social security and of regulations
related to public transportation, the provision of appliances and the protection of
the living standards of disabled persons and their dependants.
42. Her delegation welcomed the report of the Secretary-General on crime
prevention and criminal justice (A/44/400). It stressed the paramount role of the
Committee on Crime Prevention and Control which, at its eleventh session, would
consider important draft instruments and recommendations to be submitted to the
Eighth congress i
43. Yugoslavia accorded primary attention to the problem of crime, in particular
the relationship between various forms of crime and development. In that
connection, her Government and the United Nations Social Defence Research Institute
had co-financed a project on the issue which could be applied in other developing
countries. In addition, a workshop on human rights in the light of crime
prevention and criminal justice would be organized by the Institute for Crime
Research and Social Studies.

/
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44. Yugoslavia was making systematic efforts aimed at strengthening international
co-operation in the field of criminal justice. It had concluded agreements with
Austria and Denmark on the transfer of sentenced persons. Similar agretiments with
Czechoslovakia, Turkey and other countries were in the process of preparation or
negotiation. Yugoslavia was also developing appropriate forms of co-operation
within the framework of international legal assistance in criminal matters, in
accordance with the United Nations draft model on the transfer procedure.
45. Miss SAELZLER (German Democratic Rep&lic), speaking on agenda item 91,
welcomed the fact that the twentieth anniversary of the proclamation of the
Declaration on Social Progress and Development offered the opportunity for an
exchange of views on the impact of science and technology on social development.
The progress accomplished in those fields had created new social and humanitarian
problems of dimensions that went beyond the national level and which called for
regional and international co-operation if they were to be solved. While the
development of science and technology was a driving force for social progress and,
properly controlled, should make it possible to solve problems such as those
relating to the environment, it was also fraught with danger, particularly in the
fields of genetic engineering and biotechnology. It was essential not only to
identify the social consequences of the development of science and technology but
also to evaluate them so as to take into account the needs of the people without
having to restrict the scope of scientific knowledge. Currently there was a
growing awareness of the interdependence of scientific and social progress and the
safeguarding of international peace. That awareness was increasingly reflected in
international relations. Multilateral co-operation within the framework of the
United Nations should seek to ensure a balanced relationship between technological
progress and social development.
46. While the twelfth Reoort on the World Social Situation gave a clear picture of
the current situation, it was regrettable that it did not focus greater attention
on the relationship between the development of the world economy and the emergence
of social problems, all the more so since the report furnished proof of the close
interrelationship between economic stagnation and the deepening of the social
crisis in many countries in Africa and Latin America.
47. Her delegation welcomed the fact that a separate chapter had been devoted to
the relationship between social development, security and disarmament. It was
convinced that the diversion of resources away from military activities would
facilitate the promotion of social progress. It was for that reason that her
.
-----a-* was necessary to intensify disarma..ent and to promote and
fklSg&.iOii c"uosuG:sed
it
stabiliae social development.
48. Welcoming the place accorded in the 1989 ReDOrt on the World Social Situation
to international trends in issues relating to women and families, her Government
supported the proclamation of an international year of the family and wac ready to
contribute +o preparations for such an event.

/ ..*
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49. Hot dolegation proposed that future report8 on the world social situation
rhould providr a concrete definition of the term "racial poverty" encomparaing
racial and regions1 diff8rrnc88, 80 that fundr could be allocatrd on the balir of
mod.
50. Furthermore, future rOpOrt8 would profit by relying not Only on rci8ntific
publication8 but alro on rrportr and information communicated by countrior to the
Unit8d N a t i o n 8 88CrOtariat. LMtlyr sho hopod that the activitier already under
way would continue on the baai of hat d8legationr draft r8rolution cOnCerning
racial welfare, development, 8cionco and technology.

51. Mrr. (Morocco) said that 20 year8 after th8 adoption of the
Declaration on Social Qrogrras and Development, economic and racial problem8 w8re
rtill in8xtricably linked, with th8 former impeding effort8 to rarolvo the latter:.
The Da9 m Sow wa8 caua8 mom for concern than for
optimirm, above all rith re8poct to Africa and Latin America. Far from decreasing,
certain problems - environmental degradation, drug abUll8, crime, international
terrorism, AIDS, migrantr, refug8e8 - were on the rise. In spite of the determinrd
8ffortr of intrrnational organioationr 8uch a8 the G8neral Agr8omentr on Tariff8
and Trad8 (GATT) and the United Nation8 Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), multilateral economic co-oprration had not reached the dorired level.
Far from being able to meet their financial nO8d8, certain countries were in doubt
am to th8ir own rurvival 8nd ne8detd 8omo relief from or even cancelling of their
debt burd8n. The improvement of social conditions had fallen off in mnny countries
and, given th8 decreare in revenuea, the number of individual8 living in extreme
poverty could only increaa8. The Commirsion on Human Right8 and the Sub-Commission
had decided to devote particular attention to those underprivileged populations,
and the General A8ZIOmbly should follow suit.
52. The relationship between peace, disarmament and development no longor needed
to be demonstrated. The United Nations wag finally taking on its proper role in
the settlement of conflict8 and the restoration of peace, NeVerthOl888, the
improved relations between the two super-Powers did not appear to be having any
effect on their arma sale policies.
The third world countries, which were the
principal buyera, had not significantly reduced their expenditures in that area in
spite of their debt burden. That debt not only held back their economic
development, but also entailed increased militarisation and political unrest, added
to poverty and hunger,
53. Againat that complex background, the solution to eocio-economic problema
called for a marked improvement in international relations, disarmament which would
benefit all countries, unrestricted international co-operation and the politics1
will to put an end to non-military threats 8UCh a8 the flagrant violation of human
rights, disease, ma88 poverty, environmental degradation, unemployment, drug8 and
crime. The entire national and international community, including women, youth,
the elderly and the dieabled, should be able to participate in such long-term
efforts. Morocco supported all the activities undertaken by the United Nations

/ .I.
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Office at Vienna in

support of those groupa and regretted that the financial
resources allocated to social development wore not commensurate with the needs.

Under the guidance of King Halrean II, her country wan endeavouring to emerge
underdsvrlc,?mtint through substantial reform8 and restructuring l xorcirerr
accompanied bf tiusterity and budgetary stabilisation mraruros, After a critical
economic sit;!a::icr in 1963, resulting principally from prolonged drought and the
cap on oil pzic13~ the Qovornment had considerably reduced the amount of it8
outstanding dabl: owei\ to public and private l ntorprisos. The budget deficit had
been partly reduced, inflation was between 2 and 3 per cent and the national
economy had experienced A growth . dtr a6 high as 10 per cent. The austerity
meanweb had not prevontrd the country from making progrear in other domains:
inauguration of a ryatem of hillside reservoira within the framework of thr
national water roaource drvelopmont plan] decrease in the number of shanty-towns
and unhealthy living quarters) vocational training and campaigns to l radicate
illiteracy. Construction was expanding rapidly. Schools and universities were
opening in every region under the decentralisation policy. The educational 8yatem
had been reformed to raise the educational level and to produce better-qualified
teachers. The ruta-. exodus had occar&Coned a strenqtheninq of the co-operative
movement, which was a fundamental factor in improving socio-economic condition6 in
rural areas. The Office of Co-operative Development and the National Institute for
Agronomic Research were playing an important role in that effort. Local
communities werv benefiting from quantitative and qualitative changes introduced by
the 1976 community Charter, and a development bank for local communities had been
established in order to provide them with direct support.
54,
from

55. In 1967, through a collective effort, 3 million children under the age of
five years had been vaccinated against the most life-threatening diseases, and
3 million women of child-bearing age had been vaccinated aqainat neo-natal
tetanus. During a new campaign launched in 1969, 1 million children and hundreds
of thousands of women had been vaccinated,
In those efforts, her country had
received valuable assistance from UNICEF, Rotary International and the Agency for
International Development.
56, The attention paid to children must not overshadow the place occupied by the
elderly in society. Morocco was attempting to ensure that elderly persons occupied
the place habitually accorded to them by its social and family traditions.
57 I The Moroccan authorities were also concerned with the needs of disabled
persons. That was why, over the past six years, more than 2,000 educators had
participated in training or advnnced training activities. For the first time in
Africa an3 in the Arab world, training workrrhopa for educatora of the physically
disabled and mentally impaired had been orqanized at Tangiers by an American
foundation, “Very Special Arts.
58. The enormous obstacles posed by the debt burden, the unjust and discriminatory
character of the current international economic system, climatological haaardr and
scourges such as locust and grasshopper infestations could not shake the will and

/ . I .
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dotrrmination of her Government to lead the country along the road to economic and
s o c i a l progrossr Nor did those f a c t o r s prrvont M o r o c c o f r o m taking i t s p r o p e r role
in rxgrrssing solidarity and providing assistance, in the spirit of brotherhood, to
thosr countries o f Africa which called on it for support. International solidarity
was in fact essential in order to realiso the obfoctivos set forth 20 years ago in
the Declaration on Social Progress and Development. Third world countries were not
only affectad by natural disasters, they wore also victims of the nefarious designs
of transnational corporations which, by dumping toxic products in them, compromised
ths health and survival of their populations. If the developing countries received
assistancr in resolving their problems, they could in return contribute to
prosorvation of the world snvironment, which had become one of the major concerns
of

the doveloped countries,

59,

Above all, developing countries needed security and peace, that

was the very symbol of Islsm.

peace

which

60.

&LJ&QT$JBI (Kuwait) said that his country had incorporated the objectives of
the Declaration on Social Progress and Devolopment in its economic and social
development programmes, taking into account its resources and traditions. It had
made available to its population all the basic services in the fields of education,
health and housing. At the same time, in ordrr to rnsure that the current
generation was not the only one to enjoy the bonefits of prosperity, his country
had promulgated, in 1977, a law establishing a reserve fund for future generations,
to which the State annually contributed 10 per cant of its revenue,
61. Progress and development wore the pro-eminent concern of the international
community, and especially of the developing countries, The developed countrJ c ,
must step up and rationalise their scientific and technical assistance, with
proper regard for the importance of the human factor in the development process,
The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank should reassess the unduly harsh
conditions they were imposing on the developing countries, and the creditor
countries should take into account the situation of the debtor countries,
particularly the poorest of them, and the fact that t,hey were unable to pay their
debts.
Material support for the efforts of the developing countries to improve their
and social circumstances was of particular importance as one of the ways
in which the social progress and development proposed in the Declaration could be
fostered.
In that regard, attention should be drawn to the work of the Kuwait Fund
for Arab Economic Development. That institution, which initially had been intended
for the benefit solely of the Arab countries and whose capital hao been no more
than 50 million Kuwaiti dinars in the 19608, was currently providing assistance to
a large number of developing countries, That trend had been paralleled by a
forty-fold increase in the funds capital.
The purpose of the fund was to finance
the planning, implementation and monitoring of health, industrial and trade
infrastructure projects.
62.

economic
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63, In that connection, tribute should be paid to the young Kuwaiti volunteers for
their increasingly active role in the voluntary orqanisations which wera providing
health services and assisting the victims of natural disasters and wars and
impoverished people in many countries of Africa and Asia.
It was essential to create at the international level conditions favourable to
social progress and development. In particular, peace and security must be
established throughout the world in ordor to end the arms race, since the lack of
resources available for social development was due to instability and tensions in
international relations.
64,

65, MI. (Bahrain) said that, since independence, her country had
implemented economic and social plans which focused on the individual citiaen, and
emphasised the interdependence and complementarity of the various sectors of
society. In Bahrain social security was based on ancient traditions, and the
family, which was regarded as the basis of society, was protected. Priority was
given to young people, whose mental and physical capabilities enabled them to play
an essential role. It was for that reason that her country attached great
importance to all issues relating to young people, and endeavoured to promote their
well-being and to provide them with the opportunity to participate in the life of
society, with a view to preparing them for their responsibilities, The National
Committee established for the International Youth Year continued to endeavour to
ensure implementation of the relevant United Nations recommendations. The tenth
anniversary of International Youth Year, in 1995, would provide an opportunity to
ensure that world-wide activities on behalf of young people were accorded greater
prominence in development programmes and activities. In that connection, her
delegation supported the Secretary-Generals recommendation in his report
(A/44/367), which called for the planning and impiementation of youth-related
policies for the yoar 2000 and beyond.
Her country was giving high priority to the question of aging, and was
66,
establishing institutions for the elderly and endeavouring, through the National
Committee for Asnistance to the Elderly, established in 1985, to provide the
In addition, as a follow-up to United
elderly with the aervices they nesdsd.
Nations decisions, her country had drawn up programmes aimed at integrating the
question of aging in the countrys major programmes. Bahrain supported the
Secretary-Generals recommendations, which were aimed at giving elderly people the
opportunity to contribute to development by participating in the life of society,
and it considered that the best way to achieve that end was to raise the general
standard of living of the population, particularly in rural areas*

The attsntion her country paid to the disabled derived from the fundamental
Muslim society. The country had prepared long-term plans on behalf of
the disabled in accordance with the World Programme of Action concerning Disabled
Persons 8 those plans were intended to provide disabled people with a comprehensive
range of services to meet their specific needs. In addition, studies had been
carried out with s view to meeting future requirements in that field. Finally, the
National Committee for the Disabled, established on 19 May 1984, was participating
in activities at national, regional and international levels within the framework
of the United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons.
67.

values of
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68. M&, CO- (New Zealand), speakinq on agenda item 100, said that her country
attached particular importance to thr question of crime prevention and control. A
New Zealander, Mr. Roger Clark, was currently a member of the Committee on Crime
Prrvention and Control, and her country welcomed tha opportunity to uphold through
him a principle to which it was deeply attached. namrly the prinaiple of a fair and
just society. Such a society presupposed a credible system of justice, accessible
to all its members of the society , which protected the rights of disadvantaged and
minority groups , which punished humanel,1 and which was politically independent and
free from corruption.

69. The United Nations had greatly contributed to the introduction of such systems
establishing standards against which the conduct of States could be measured~
Those standards related on the 0x10 hand to crime prevention and control, in
particular through international co-operation and the enforcement of sentences, and
on the other hand to the protection of human rights. Quided by the concern to
protect the economic, social and cultural rights which constituted the basis of 8
decent society, the Committee on Crime Prevention and Control had drawn up draft
quidelines for the prevention of juvenile delinquency (the Riyadh Quidelines).
With the same object in view, the Committee was currently preparing, in
anticipation of the Eighth Congress, standard minimum rules for non-custodial
measures, a model bilateral treaty on mutual assistance on criminal mattors, draft
basic principles on the use of firearms by law enforcement officers and draft basic
principles on the role of lawyers. Those texts would provide a useful basis for
the deliberations of the Eighth Conqress, which was to be held in Havana. However,
there was no point in adopting new instruments unless efforts were made to
implement them, Her delegation saw it as an l ncouraqing sign that particular
attention was being prld by the Committee on Crime Prevention and Control to the
follow-up of the Orqanisations standards.
by

70.

Her country welcomed the fact that the Economic and Social Council had
requested the Secretary-General to preparer for the Eighth Conqress, a report on
violence in the family, and in particular on the role of crisis intervention and
protection, and the deli;*d,ry of social and other services. Violence within the
family was a phenomenon which showed the extent to which economic and social
policies were linked. It also illustrated the tragic effects of drug and alcohol
abuse, end the degree to which the victims of that type of violence - almost always
women, children, elderly or disabled people - were deprived.

71. Her Government had established a central agency, the Family Violence
Prevention Co-ordinating Committee, which wao responsible for co-ordinatinq the
activities of the various ministries involved. A campaign had been launched to
make the public aware of the problem of domestic violor.-e, and to encourage the
families concerned to seek help.
72, In addition, taking as its b6rsis the Declaration of Basic Principles of
Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power, her Government had enacted
legislation in 1987 with the aim of ensurikrg that such victims were properly
treated, that they had access to services and information, and that their property
was returned to them.
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(MI.)
73, In that connection, mention should be made of the victims of torture, for whom
a voluntary fund had beun established. Her country was contributing to the Yund.
In the longer term, New Zealand took the view that the efforts of the United
Nations in the field of crime prevention and control were of concorn not mrroly to
speaialists in criminoloqy: what was at stake were the human rights and the
welfare of society that were the indispensable conditions for a fair and just world.
74. m. BORQ (Malta) said that in his country great efforts were being
mado to improve the legal and social situation of less privileged groups, The
European Conference which would take place in Malta from 1 to 5 November 1989 to
aommemorate the fortieth anniversary of the Council of Europe and the twentieth
annivrrsary of the Declaration on Social Progress and Development reflected that
concorn. The Conferonce, which would focus on integrated socit1 and family policy
for the 199Os, had been organised by the Maltese Ministry for social policy and the
Counail of Xurope, in co-operation with the Centre for Social Development and
Humanitarian Affairs in Vienna. Its main aim would be to encourage an l xchanqe of
ideas and experience, and collaboration between European Qovernments and
non-governmental organisations in respect of integrated social and family poZ.icy.
75, On the question of aging, he said that his country, as a new member of the
Commission for Social Development, had actively participated in formulating the
United Nationb programme of activities in the field of aging for the year 1992 and
beyond.
76, In Malta, where the elderly constituted an increasinq proportion of the
pop;rlation, as they did in other European countries, the Government had established

a Ministry responsible for providing services to the aged. The hinistry*s approach
to the problem of aging was that of the elderly themselves: it tried to keep them,
as long as was humanly possible, in familisr surroundings. A home-help service had
been established in order to relieve elderly people of the burden of domestic tasks
they found difficult, Those amenities, for which the elderly made a token
contribution from their pensions, were provided by suitably trained social-services
staff.

77, Similarly, the Government was in the process of establishisg hostels for the
elderly in various places, The aim was to provide the elderly, and particularly
those who were on their own, with the opportunity to live with other senior
citiaens in the reqion in which they had spent most of their lives. The hostels
wero generally located in the middle of the village in order to ensure the
continuing participation of the elderly in the life of the community,
In addition to a residential complex fully equipped with hospitsl facilities,
78,
Malta had many old people’s homes run by the Catholic Church, The Qovernment was
particularly concerned to ensure that staff were properly trained to look after the
eldsrly, and it had recently initiated a series of courses specifically intended
for such staff.
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79. The primary purpose of the International Inakituto on Agirlg, eatablishrd in
Malta purruar.t to an agreement b&warn the Secretary-Qeneral of Lhe United Nation0
and the Qovernment of Malta, wan to further the implementation of the International
Plan of Action on Aging, particularly with regard to training, in order to meet the
urgent necdr of countrier, and more rpecifically those of the developing
countries. The Institute wao designing innovative training programmes and
techniquea, and providing multidisciplinary instruction in the field8 Of
gerontology and geriatrica for everyone who wad currently concerned with the
elderly or who intended to work in the field of aging, The Institutes principal
activities related to training, research and data-collection, in addition to
publicationa and technical co-operation, Programmer were carried out in clone
co-oposation with United Nation8 bodies, the apecialiaed agencies and the regional
conuniaeiona, and alao with government institutiona, non-governmentalorganisations
and research centrea, The Institute had a governing body which reported on a
periodic baa18 to the Secretary-Qeneral of the United Nationa with regard to its
activi tiea. The Inatitute had alao established an interdisciplinary network of
national, regional and international institutea and organiaationr from developed
and developing countrier, with a view to promoting the exchange of information on
aging.
80.

Among the Institutes activities in the year 1988-1989, mention should be made
of the global rurvey of racial servicec for the elderly in developing countries,
the aim of which had been to ertimato the needs of there countries with regard to
training, a meeting concerning long-term training in lrocial gerontology and
geriatrics, held in February 1989, a meeting of rpecialist8 in social gerontology,
held in May 1989, and the expert group meeting on short-term training in
geriatrics, social gerontology, work, retirement and income security, due to be
held in October 1989.
81. IIe appealed to Governments, the specialised agencies of the United Nations,
and notI.-governmental organizations to provide technical and fin,ncial support to
the Institute, to enable it to strengthen its role and expand its activities. As
in the peat, his delegation had actively participated, with other delegations,
including those of Austria and the DomJnican Republic, in preparing a draft
resolution on the question of cqing, and it hoped that the text would be adopted
unanimously.
82 *

&.ChBBBL (Guinea-Bissau) congratulated the Secretary-General on his twelfth
report on the world social sltuation, but noted that the report would have been
better if it had dwelt more on the sociological and eocio-political aapectrr. The
requirements were twofold! on the one hand, an effort to deepen the analysis and
knowledge of social realities, particularly in the developing countries, aa a
prerequisite for an objective evaluation of the problems to be lrolved or the
challenges to be met) on the other, greater co-operation among Member States in
respect of the information to be provided on the social situation at the national
level.
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83.
The report drmanutratrd the docirive influoncr of economic factora on the
evolution of social life, particularly in the devrloping countries, where obstacle8
to the development effort - deteriorating terms of trade, indebtednear and
declining financial flow8 from outride - were increaringly making themrelvor felt.
The effort was actually blocked by the lrlowing down of domestic investment, the
rapid draline in national income and the decreaae in fundlr for the social rector,
the conrequences of which were reflected in the fact that there was a growing
segment of the population living in poverty in thoae countries where average
par capita income was lore than 3 per cent of what it was in the developed
Such a situation war bound to bo accompanied by a widening of the gap
countrier.
between the poor and the rich countrirr. Whilr half of t.he world6 population
poamomred 4.5 per cent of world QNP, 9 pot cent pomaeraed 43 per cent, or 10 times
more.

In addition, pspulation growth in the underdeveloped regions was an ometr: of
the difficulties that would inevitably face the racial and economic development

84.

the countrielr of thorn regions, unlesr vigorous stepr were taken in the
near future. Even aa needs were incrraaing, the reeourcea to meet them were

effort6 of

diminishing.
85. In ruch a context, the ryrtmmatic inclurion of racial goal8 and objectivor in
adjurtment programmes, together with mechanirmr for evaluation and follow-up, was
an indispmnaable condition for their l ucceaa. Where development was concerned,
economic performance alone war rrldom a true mearure of progress achieved, In
Guinea-Birsau, a rrpecial programme entitled “Programme of social and
infrastructural action had been instituted to cope with the constraint8 imposed on
rrocial development by the implementation of the structural adjustment progrmme.

Concrete and active rolidarity wab neceaeary, in keeping with the spirit of
the Declaration on Social Progrerr and Development, the twentieth anniverasry of
which warn being celebrated in 1989. In that connection, hia delegation ahated the
concern8 expressed in their respective report6 by Miss Margaret Anotee,
Director-General of the United Nation6 Office at Vienna, and Mr. Henryk Soksl8ky,
Director of that Office's Social Development Digreion, in the face of the
tendency - unfortunately a widerpread tendency - to give priority to political and
economic considerations over and above rrocial and humanitarian concerns.
86.

67 *

At a time when the question of the human condition wau being poled with a new
mm80 of urgency, it ~a.11 eerential for rpacfal attention to be given to the
position of the moot vulnerable groupr of the population, in particular the
elderly, children, women and young poople,
88. In the case of the latter:, although the reaultr obtained encouraged
perseverance in the initiativea taken within the framework of International

Youth
Year, it would neverthelerr bo nocerrary in future to emphariae the difficultior
that remained in certain areaa, such as the operational definition of the notion of
youth, the compilation of rtatirticr or the proceasing of indicators on the
situation of young people, arr well a.I) thr financial conrtraintr that exirrtod both
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the national level and among United Nations bodies, Those matters would have to
be given their due importance, in view of the rapid rate of population growth,
which would bring the number of young people throughout the world to more than
1.2 billion by the year 2000, thus aggravating the already critical situation in
the education and training, employment, health and housing sectors. Young people,
who were particularly vulnerable to drug trafficking and such diseases as acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), must receive increaeit,g attention.
at

89.

His delegation wished to thank the United Nations Youth Fund for financing tho
which was a response to the
Guinea-Bissau project Support to Youth Association
country’s search for ways of training young people and bringing them into the
development process. His delegation wished to congratulate UNESCO on the pertinent
initiatives it had taken during the biennium 1988-1989 as part of its activities on
behalf of youth, initiatives which had met Member States expectations.

90. In conclusion, his delegation expressed the hope that social questions would
be given an appropriate place and treatment in the framework of the international
development strategy for the next decade.

91. Mr. v (Department of International Economic and Social Affairs)
responded to questions asked by the Romanian, Malaysian and Yugoslav delegations in
The Romanian
connection with the UQL~ Social ~.&W&QB
delegation had expressed surprise at not seeing many questions normally regarded as
matters of social development dealt with in the report. The Yugoslav delegation
had taken the view that it would be more useful to present the analysis of the
social situation by regions. The Malaysian delegation had asked whether there was
any machinery whereby the Secretariat, the Commiblaion for Social Development, the
Economic and Social Council and the Third Committee could decide on the form and
content of the report before it was drawn up.
92. The question of the content and design of the JS89 ReDOrC had been raised for
the first time by the Economic and Social Council in 1985, in its resolution
1985/21, In response to that resolution, the Secretariat had submitted the broad
outlines of the &989 &RQ& to the Commission for Social Development at its
February 1987 session. It was on the basis of the decisions taken at that time by
the Commission for Social Development that the text had been prepared. In view of
the resources available, it was not supposed to exceed 100 pages, and the
Secretariat had therefore been obliged to restrict itself to the questions that had
been presented to the Commission for Social Development and approved by it. The
content of the report had thus been the subject of a decision by the Commission,
and subsequently by the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly, with
which the Department of International Economic and Social Affairs had simply
complied.

93. In the case of the report for 1993, it would be extremely desirable for the
Commission for Social Development, at its next session, and subsequently the
Economic and Social Council and the Third Committee, to give the Secretariat
instructions on the nature of the report they would like to see in 1993, so that
the omissions noted in the m would not reoccur in the report for 1993.
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As the members of the Third Committee had already been informed, the
Department was preparing an addendum to the 1p89Jsp& which would be submitted to
the Economic and Social Council at: its forthcoming spring session. That would make
it possible to make good some of the omissions in the current report. On the other
hand, if agreement could be reached i.n time on the nature of the report to be
submitted in 1993, the Secretariat would spare no effort to provide delegations
with a document that responded to the wishes that had been expressed at the current
session.
94.

